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Koolhoven F.K.51 single seat Steelwork1 injection kit 
Biplane fighter and training 

Scale 1:72 
The Koolhoven F.K.51 was the most successful Dutch built airplane 
of the inter-bellum. In total 142 FK.51s have been built. The proto-
type has been designed and built in thirteen weeks, and obtained its 
airworthiness certificate one month after the first flight on May 25, 
1935. The two-seat training and reconnaissance aircraft has been or-
dered by the Dutch Army Air Department (LVA), the Dutch Naval 
Air Service (MLD), the Dutch East Indies Air Department (KNIL 
LA) and Spain. 

The Spanish order for the F.K.51 is the source for the construction of the single seat version. Although the orig-
inal order asked for the F.K.51s to be equipped with Wright Whirlwind engines, as were the F.K.51 aircraft for 
the MLD, there was an apparent problem in the supply of these engines (possibly due to export restrictions), 
and a switch was made to second hand ex-Armstrong Whitworth Argosy 14 cylinder Armstrong Siddeley Jagu-
ar engines, which Koolhoven purchased second hand. Due to the 
larger weight and diameter of these engines the design of the F.K.51 
had to be revised quite a lot; the diameter of the fuselage increased, 
as well as the length of the cowling due to the larger propeller and 
the length of the undercarriage. The wood covering of the forward 
fuselage was changed to cloth covering and the forward cockpit was 
suppressed to adjust the center of gravity and the aft one was pro-
vided with a canopy2. The aircraft has been used as a night fighter 
and for training purposes. Allegedly according to the text in the kit’s 
documentation, one copy survived the Spanish Civil War, but hardly 
did fly with the Nationalists; it was used as a source for spares for 
the three surviving two seat F.K.51s. 

The first F.K.51 single seater flew in May 1937 and deliveries started in July of that year. Some single seaters 
have been transported by ship under a load of potatoes to harbours in the neighbourhood of Barcelona. In total 
ten have been delivered; the last six could not be delivered and have been stored at the Koolhoven factory. They 
have been destroyed in May 1940 in the bombing of the factory. Very little is known about the use of the air-
craft and only a couple of photographs exist. 

The kit comes in a sturdy carton box and contains res-
in parts for fuselage. Engine, cowling and some de-
tails, injection plastic parts for wing, tail planes and 
undercarriage, a clear injection plastic canopy, PE 
parts to add detail, decals to build three versions and a 
double-sided A4 instruction sheet. Injection moulded 
parts, resin parts, clear plastic parts and decals and PE 
are packed in separate bags. 

The instruction sheet contains a short description of the aircraft and identifies the parts in the kit. An exploded 
view indicates the place of the parts and offers several choices for the assembly. It also presents a rigging 
scheme for the F.K.51, which is rather exceptional for this kind of kit. 

The decals allow constructing three versions of the airplane: the PH-
APK in its Dutch “export” livery, the Spanish Republican air force 
EK-001 and the Spanish Nationalist air force EK-001. According to 
Wesselink (ref. 26) ten single seat F.K.51s have been delivered, con-
struction numbers 51102 to 51111. The PH-APK was c/n 51108. 
According to the same source the single seat F.K.51s received regis-
tration numbers starting with EJ, so it is unlikely that it carried the 
registration EK-0013. 
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The first two seat F.K.51 has been delivered in December 1936, and carried a similar Dutch registration PH-
AMK, which may explain the confusion. It is more likely that the PH-APK received in July 1937 the Spanish 
registration AJ-008, being the eighth single seat F.K.51 delivered. 

Uwe Borchert of Steelwork has been very helpful to provide two references (ref. 27 and 28) on the F.K.51 as 
has been used in Spain. However, all references contain very contradictory information on the Spanish F.K.51s, 
especially on the single seaters. 

There are few pictures of the single seat F.K.51. Ref. 6 contains one photograph of the PH-AKP in the Koolho-
ven factory, which shows clearly the straight leading edge of the vertical tail plane (p. 333). Another picture of 
this version can be found on p. 287. All other pictures (pp. 284, 285 and 288) show a round leading edge of the 
tail plane, or carry no information for this aspect (p. 278). The pictures of the single seat F.K.51s taken in the 
Netherlands show, an aluminium cowling with (probably) olive mounting strips, aluminium wing strut fittings 
and sometimes aluminium oleo struts. These all have disappeared on the pictures taken in Spain, except an alu-
minium band around the oleo struts. Copies of these pictures are included in the appendix. 

Painting instructions in the instruction sheet are limited, but sufficient. I will build the aircraft in Spanish Re-
publican air force livery. 

References 1 through 12 report the dimensions of the F.K.51, while Wesselink (ref. 8), ref. 9 and Hooftman 
(ref.10) also give a three-view drawing. Wesselink (ref. 26) contains quite extensive information on the Spanish 
F.K.51s. 

 Ref. 1:72 model 
Span 9.00 m 125.0 mm 126.7 mm 
Length 7.40-7.85 m 102.8-109.0 mm 111.2 mm 
Height 2.80-2.854 m 38.9-39.6 mm 47.1 mm 
Engine Armstrong-Siddeley Jaguar IVa , 420 hp   
Crew 1   
Armament 2 Vickers 0.303 machine guns   
The model is reasonably to scale, except for the height5. 

Parts 

The injection-moulded parts 
have been taken from the Special 
Hobby F.K.51 kit, which is con-
firmed by the inscription on the 
PE parts. The PE parts for the 
Wright engine are not required 
for this model. 

The resin parts include a new fuselage, an insert for the upper wing, fairing for the wing mounted machine 
guns, a cowling, rails for the canopy, a gun sight, a pair of wheels and a pair of engine exhausts and a single 
row, seven cylinder engine. This corresponds not to the 14-cylinder Jaguar engine, but might be acceptable, as 
very little is visible of the second cylinder row. 
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The resin parts are of very good quality. Only the cowling, which 
has very thin walls, is slightly deformed. No modifications or alter-
natives for the lengthened undercarriage and the larger propeller are 
included. 

Comparing an assembled twin row Jaguar engine from the Omega Models Fokker 
D.XVI kit with the single row part in the Steelwork kit shows quite some difference 
in length, even when neglecting the long forward part of the Omega Models version. 
However, when fitting the short Steelwork engine temporarily to the fuselage, the 
dimensioning is quite all right; the double row engine cannot be fitted inside the 

cowling without taken off part of the heads of the first cylinder 
row. 

Two clear plastic vacuum formed canopies are provided. They 
contain no detail, but are of good quality. 

Engine and propeller 

I have enlarged the diameter of the propeller with 4 mm by using the blades 
of a scrap Fokker C.X propeller and the hub of the original propeller in the 
kit and reworking the base of the blades with putty and filing. Although 
these blades have a slightly smaller chord, the result is acceptable. 

I have ordered a new Armstrong Siddeley Jaguar engine from Engines & 
Things in the USA. This engine is very well detailed, but the diameter is 
slightly too large to fit the cowling. Also, it has quite some auxiliary equip-
ment on the rear side, which has to disappear when mounting it to the F.K.51 
fuselage. 

The cowling has had a warm bath treatment to make it circular. I had to re-
work the forward opening a bit to give it an acceptable appearance. I have 
sanded down the outer diameter of the E&T Jaguar, the forward row a bit 
more than the second row, to fit it in the cowling. I have mounted an axle to 
the cleaned propeller and fitted propeller, engine and cowling together. 

I have painted the engine crank 
case aluminium, the cylinders gun 
metal and the housing of the valves and valve pusher rods black. The 
spark plug leads were guided over the cylinder head towards the rear 
and on some pictures they had a light grey shielding. As I found that 
this colour would give an attractive contrast, I have modelled them 
by white painted 0.2 mm metal strand. 

I have not attached the engine to the fuse-
lage with cyanoacrylate glue, as I usually 
do, but have preferred to do so with Kristal 
Klear, which allows for fine adjustment 
both in translation and in rotation about all 
axes. I have used the cowling, which has 
not been glued to the engine, to align the 
engine correctly to the fuselage. 

I have painted the propeller with Humbrol Natural wood as a base colour 
and have given it a wood structure with a wash of gasoline 
thinned Burnt Sienna oil paint. The hub I have painted with 
Vallejo gun metal. When dry-fitting the exhaust stubs, they 
were sticking out very much below the fuselage, so I have 
shortened them. This may be caused by the two-row Jaguar engine, as the exhaust stubs are now 
resting on the second row of cylinders; this may not be the case when the original “7 cylinder” 

Jaguar engine is used. I have also widened the holes in the cowling to 2.2 mm, and have drilled the hole a bit 
skewed downwards. 
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However, the propeller did not have the correct appearance in my opinion; it does 
not have the characteristic, wide blades. I have made a new propeller by modifying a 
(spare) propeller for a Cheetah engine from a Special Hobby F.K. 51 kit by cutting 

the blades at the 
widest part and in-
serting two pieces 
of 3.5 mm long 

and 1.5 mm thick plastic at that place. After letting the (plastic) cement dry for 24 
hours sanding the insert flush with the other parts of the propeller gave the right re-
sult. The new propeller has been finished the same way as the old one. 

Cockpit 

The instrument panel and fuselage frame tubes in the cockpit are moulded integrally 
with the fuselage6 and the details are difficult to paint in the very limited space. I 
have painted the cockpit floor and the forward and rear wall light grey, the instru-
ment panel dark grey and the sidewalls light olive to simulate the outside applied ol-
ive drap dope shining through the cloth fuselage covering. An attempt to paint the 
fuselage tubes dark grey failed miserably, so I have simulated those by pieces of 
dark grey painted 0.6 x 0.2 mm plastic strip. 

It was even more difficult to “paint” instruments on the dashboard, as the space is 
too limited to use a dry brush technique. I have first tried to apply a water based 
white wash, as that can be removed easily with a bit of water if not successful. It was 
not, so after removing the wash I have decorated the individual instrument dials by 
touching them with a toothpick wetted with the white wash. The result is about ac-
ceptable. 

I have dry brushed with white paint the PE front of the console that has to be 
placed at the right side of the cockpit and have glued the rudder bar and the 
console in place. 

The seat belts have been painted 
green, buckles and fittings alu-
minium, and have been glued to 
the seat, which I have mounted on 
a piece of plastic strip to get it on 
the correct height over the cockpit 

floor7. I have also glued a lever for the seat height adjustment to the 
seat. Clockwise on the picture stating from the seat: stick, elevator 
trim wheel, some control lever, throttle and another control lever. All 
elements except stick and seat are located at the left side of the cockpit, as they were in the pilot’s cockpit of the 
two-seat version. 

Placing and fixing the parts in the cockpit was not 
easy; the room to manoeuvre them is very limited. 
But in the end the result was satisfactory. The room 
behind the seat I have used to place an oxygen bot-
tle. 

The cockpit roof 
slides over two rails attached to the sides of the cockpit. As the fuselage ta-
pers off quite sharply, I had to sand the end of the resin rails down quite a lot 
to fit them parallel to the longitudinal axis. There were two mounting points 
on the fuselage for the rear end of the rails, but I did not see corresponding 
pins on the rails, when I cleaned the parts. I have made supports from 0.2 x 
0.6 mm strip to replace these missing pins. I have painted the rails olive 
drap, except the top surface which I have made dark grey. 
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As I wanted to mount the canopy in an open position, I had to separate the windscreen from the rest. I have first 
put a piece of tape next to the separation line, which was very vague on the 
thin vacuum formed canopy, and 
have then supported it with a cy-
lindrical shape of about the same 
diameter (in this case a marker 
pen). Carefully cutting with a 
very sharp scalpel along the tape 

did the job: the windshield came off nicely and needed hardly any 
rework. 

I have also made the top half of an oxygen bottle and have glued that at the right side 
of the cockpit behind the seat. 

I have painted the frame of the windscreen and canopy first light grey and then olive 
drap. As usual, the paint adhered badly to the clear plastic, so I had to repaint part of 
the frame, where the tape had damaged the paint, by hand. 

Fuselage 

I have drilled 0.3 mm holes in the six fairings for the elevator and rudder control ca-
bles and four holes in the top of the fuselage to accommodate the cabane rigging 
lines. I have also widened the two holes in front of the cockpit to 0.4 mm to accom-
modate the gun sight. 

The fairings for the rudder and elevator control cables have been nicely modelled. I 
have drilled a slanted 0.3 mm hole in each of them to enable easy mounting of the 

cables later on. 

I have painted the fuselage top and sides olive drap 
and the fuselage bottom light blue and have also 
applied the red band around the fuselage, relying 
completely on the instruction sheet in the kit, as 
none of this is visible on the scarce photographs of 
the aircraft. 

The fuselage does not have the detailed provisions 
for the tail wheel actuation, as shown in the hand-
book of the F.K.51, reproduced in ref. 10. To 
model it I have drilled two holes of 0.7 mm next to 
each other and have connected them with a knife. 
This “cavity I have painted leather. At the same 
time I have drilled two holes at each side on the 
bottom corner of the aft fuselage to accommodate 
the tail rigging lines. 

Wings 

The lower wing was fitting quite well in the recess of the resin fuselage; only the leading edge and forward part 
of the center section needed some correction to obtain a smooth fit. 

I have cut out the rear 
part of the upper wing 
center section and have 
glued the resin part in the 
cutout as indicated in the 
instruction sheet. For the 
single seat F.K.51 this 
cutout was not required 

any more, as the pilot was accommodated in the rear cockpit. 
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Next I have removed the ailerons from the lower wing by means of a panel 
line scriber. I have removed the engraved hinges from the ailerons and have 
glued small ends of 0.7 x 1.0 strip to the wing at the location of the hinges. 
When these had well dried, I have sanded them to the correct length and 
rounded them off a bit to fit the ailerons. I have also drilled the 0.3 mm 
holes for the rigging cables in both wings and 0.4 mm superficial holes for 
the brass pins, which I have glued in the N-struts. 

The fairings for the machine guns accommodated in the upper wing have been glued in 
place and the plastic machine gun have been replaced by a combination of 0.3 x 0.1 mm 
and 0.8 x 0.4 mm bras tubes, glued in a 0.8 mm hole drilled in the wing leading edge. 
Prior to painting these fairings needed some putty treatment to fit well to the curvature of 
the upper wing surface. 

I have glued the lower wing to the fuselage 
and have painted the tips of both upper and 
lower wing, the corresponding part of the ai-

lerons and a band around the rear fuselage red, as indicated in the in-
struction sheet. After two coats the coverage was sufficient. 

The fuselage, the top surface of the lower 
wing and the bottom surface of the upper 
wing have received a final coat of paint 
and a coat of Vallejo satin varnish and I 
have cleared again all holes for the rigging 
wires. 

I have fitted the N-struts and have adjusted the depth of 
the holes in the wings such that the struts were flush with 
the wing surface. I have fixed them in place with thick cy-
anoacrylate glue. When fitting the upper wing on the 
struts, it was alignment well when seen from the top, but it 
was sitting rather wobbly; the right forward strut apparent-
ly was too short. I could not sand down the left forward 
strut much without risking giving the upper wing a negative angle of attack and ad-

justing the rear struts was no option any more, as it meant removing the pins, etc. 

So I have sanded the top of the forward strut well flat and have glued a slice of 0.5 
mm plastic on it with the ultra-thin Tamiya 
glue to get a strong joint. When dry I have 
adjusted the strut until the upper wing was 
lying smooth on the struts. The piece of 
plastic has been sanded flush with the 
lower part of the strut and has been painted 
dark grey. 

I have glued the upper wing to the N-struts, which fitted well; both 
from top and front view the upper wing is perfectly parallel to the 
bottom one. Even without the cabane struts the construction is quite 
sturdy. The cabane struts needed some minor adjustment to fit well. 

Rigging 

As the wings were in place the rigging lines could be applied. I have painted 
a length of 0.06 mm fishing line silver, which will be better visible on the 
dark finish of the model. 

I have started with the four rigging lines that run from the top of the rear ca-
nine struts to the top of the fuselage. I have led these though the pre-drilled 
holes in the upper wing, inserting them in the holes in the fuselage, where 
they have been fixed with a drop of thin cyanoacrylate glue, applied with a 
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thin metal wire. 

When that had dried well I have tensioned the line on the wing surface with 
pieces of tape, but have not yet applied glue, as that would probably clog up 
the neighboring holes for the other rigging lines.  

I have then threaded the lines running 
from the cabane struts to the bottom of the 
N-struts through the holes, have tensioned 
these and have fixed them on the bottom 
surface of the lower wing and the top sur-

face of the upper wing with small pieces of tape. 

I have applied drops of thin superglue on all lines and holes in top wing and 
have set the model aside to wait for the glue to set. 

When the glue had dried I 
have cut off the excess 
line together with the 
glue bubble on the sur-
face with a new, sharp 
knife. I done well, only 

the black core of the fishing line remains visible, and a light sanding is suffi-
cient to achieve a good surface finish. 

Next I have introduced 
the rigging lines from the 
top of the N-struts to the 
lower wing root. They 
have received the same 

treatment as the other wing rigging lines. To finish the job I have given the 
top surface of the upper wing and the bottom surface of the lower wing a fi-
nal coat of paint. 

The streamlined rigging profiles connecting fin and stabilizer to the fuselage I have 
modeled by 0.06 fishing line, painted black. I have first inserted two ends of line in 
the predrilled 0.3 mm holes at each side of the rear fuselage and fixed them with a 
small drop of thin cyanoacrylate glue applied with a thin metal wire. When that had 
set well I have guided the line through the holes in the stabilizer and in the top of the 
fin. The fishing line has been tensioned with small pieces of tape, taking care of sepa-

rating the ends that 
have to be cut off 
well from the lines 
that have to stay intact. The rigging lines 
have been secured at the fin only with thin 
superglue. When the glue had dried well, I 
have cut off the excess line and have given 
wing and tail surfaces a coat of satin varnish. 

Tail 

I have separated the rudder and elevator halves 
from the tail planes with a saw and have made 
0.15 mm wide cuts in the tail planes and 0.3 
mm wide cuts in elevator halves and rudder at 
the location of the hinges. The hinges them-
selves are made from 0.2 mm thick strip, sand-
ed in the correct shape. 

The horizontal tail planes have received the same treatment, but in 
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that case I have mounted 0.13 mm thick strips for the hinges. The joint between these tail planes and the fuse-
lage needed some rework to obtain an acceptable fairing. 

The kit contains a decal for the rudder, but, as the colours are rather standard, I have 
decided to paint the on the rudder. I have also glued the stabilizer halves to the fuse-

lage. The fairing of these 
parts to the fuselage needed 
quite some correction. 

I have prepared the locations 
where control horns had to be mounted by drilling su-

perficial holes with a diameter of 0.7 mm, taking care that they were symmetrically placed. I have mounted the 
PE control horns included in the kit by applying a small drop of thin cyanoacrylate glue in these holes and posi-
tioning the tiny parts in the hole with a pair of tweezers with fine points. 

Undercarriage 

The undercarriage legs of the single seat F.K.51 were longer due to the larger propel-
ler of the Jaguar engine. To investigate how to achieve that I have first “dry” fitted 
one leg on the fuselage by temporarily gluing it with Kristal Klear, which can be re-
moved easily without leaving any trace. When I had fitted the leg I have also drilled 
a 0.4 mm hole for a pin to be mounted in the main strut in order to ensure a firm 
connection. 

I have first sanded a piece of 3.25 mm chord styrene streamline 
profile down to 2.5 mm to form a new oleo damper strut of 4 mm 
(0.3 m in scale) longer than the original in the kit, using the end 
fittings of the original strut. Next I have cut the transverse under-
carriage strut in half and have glued a piece of 3 mm streamline profile between the halves. 
When that had dried well, I have covered the joints with thick cyanoacrylate glue to reinforce 
them. I was planning to mount this enlarged strut on the model, ensuring perfectly mirrored 
angles relative to the original strut. 

Unfortunately I have lost this strut in manipulating the model, so I had to produce a 
new strut from scratch. I have done so by means of streamline profile sanded to the 
correct width and thickness and 
cut to a length 3 mm longer than 
the original (equal to 4/√2) thick-
ening the end interfacing with the 
fuselage with some slivers of pro-
file material, sanded to shape to 
represent the strut fairing. The ax-

le I have modeled with a piece of plastic rod of the correct 
dimension. I have measured the required length of the rear 
support struts for the lengthened undercarriage legs and have 
produced two copies from 1.0 mm plastic rod. 

The picture at the right shows the dry fit of the new main 
legs. 

Decals 

For the registration I have made a rather arbitrary choice in view of the 
scarce and in most cases contradictory information. No pictures exist of a 
single seat F.K.51 with Jaguar engine, on which the Spanish registration is 
visible. Also, the only picture of a single seat F.K.51 with a straight fin lead-
ing edge is the PH-APK, which was the eighth Jaguar-engined F.K.51 according to Hooftman and Wesselink, 
who give the most complete list of F.K.51 deliveries to Spain. Both authors also state that the EK- registrations 
were assigned to the two-seaters, while the single seaters got an EJ- registration. So I have opted for the regis-
tration EJ-008 in black (all authors agree at least for that), to be applied on the fuselage sides only. As I had to 
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print a number of decals for other projects, the F.K.51 registrations have 
been taken along in that print run. Prior to application of the decals I have 
sealed them with Microscale Liquid Decal Film. 

I have coated both sides of the fuselage with Vallejo gloss varnish and have 
placed the decals on it. On one side this did not work well; some silvering 
could be observed. My attempts to repair that with Microscale Set and Sol 
resulted in complete destruction of the decal, so the fact that I had printed 
three copies came in handy. The second attempt worked well 

Final assembly 

First thing I did was to glue the gun sight, which I had painted black, in place. I have 
given the complete model a coat of satin varnish, as in its current state it is still rela-
tively easy to handle. 

Next I have mounted the undercarriage. It was 
quite a job to fit that into place and at the same time ensure that the wing was 
horizontal, when the model was resting on its legs. I had to adjust the length 
of the rear support struts to get a correct attitude of the model when viewing 
it from the side. 

I have glued the wheels in place. 
No adjustment was necessary to 
get the wing horizontal, but due 
to the difficult mounting of the 

legs (many attempts with fresh cyanoacrylate glue) the paintwork on 
the underside needed quite some restoration. 

I have assembled some small stuff: the brass tube machine guns, painted 
Humbrol gun metal, the tail wheel in neutral position corresponding to the 
position of the rudder bar and the exhaust 
stubs. These last ones I had to modify 
slightly, as their opening was slanted 
backwards on pictures of the original. I 

have also enlarged the inner diameter of the exhaust tubes; only a wall 
thickness of 0.2 mm remained. 

Next I have mounted the control surfaces. The elevator halves have been mounted in 
a downward position, corresponding to the position of the control stick. I had to 

adjust the width of the 
“hinge” slits, removing 
the paint to fit them 
properly. The rudder 
has been mounted in a neutral position and the 
ailerons left one up and right one down, again 
corresponding to the stick position. 

I have made the control cables from 0.06 black painted fishing line. The 
eight pieces have been inserted in the holes in the aft fuselage, secured with 
a drop of thin cyanoacrylate glue applied with a thin metal wire and left to 
dry well. I have tensioned them over their respective control horns, fixed 

them temporarily with a piece 
of tape and secured them again 
with a small drop of glue. 
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The six PE aileron mechanisms have been glued in place and the olive drap painting at the place of the control 
surface hinges has been retouched. 

Next I have painted the navigation lights at the upper wing 
tips aluminium, and when dry have painted the left ones 
transparent red and the right ones transparent green. 

I have bent a pitot tube from 0.2 mm metal wire and at-
tached it to the bottom of the left wing N-strut, where it was also located on the standard 

F.K.51. 

I have made the rigging line stabilization rods from 0.2 mm metal wire 
and to fix them with thick cyanoacrylate glue to the crossing of the wing 
rigging lines. 

A comparison with the two seat version of the F.K.51, as produced for the Dutch services, 
clearly shows the difference in profile be-
tween the aircraft. 

Finally I have glued the windscreen and the sliding cockpit roof in 
place with sparingly applied Microscale Kristal Klear. Cleaning and 
retouching the model here and there with satin varnish completed 
the build. 

Summary 

The Steelwork Models Koolhoven F.K.51 single seater was a nice model to build. I have met no specific diffi-
culties in building the kit; if any, they have been caused by modifications I have made myself. 

Major shortcoming in the model is the incorrect engine; the kit contains a seven cylinder Amstrong Siddeley 
Cheetah engine instead of the double row 14 cylinder Jaguar engine. As a consequence the cowling is also a lit-
tle short. The kit uses the same undercarriage as the Special Hobby standard F.K.51, while that of the single 
seater original has been lengthened by 0.3 m to accommodate the larger propeller of the more powerful Jaguar 
engine. However, as the Special Hobby model height is too large, unmodified application of the landing gear 
legs would have resulted in a correct scale height, but would not distinguish it from the standard aircraft. Modi-
fications of engine and landing gear are foreseen by Steelwork Models for a reissue of the kit. 

Showing the standard and single seat F.K.51 next to each other is a nice illustration of the improvisation in air-
craft construction in the late 1930’s. 

Below some pictures of the completed model are shown. 
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Appendix Single Seat F.K.51 documentation 
 

Modifications & corrections 
M = modification, C = correction 
Change Location/part Modification or correction 
C Engine Two-row Armstrong Siddeley 

Jupiter by Engines & Things im-
plemented 

C Engine 8 mm increased propeller diame-
ter 

M Wing Ailerons separated, hinges intro-
duced 

M Wing Pin-hole connection of wing N-
struts 

M Tail Rudder and elevator halves sepa-
rated, hinges introduced 

C Undercarriage 4 mm lengthened oleo damper 
struts; adapted length main under-
carriage legs and support struts 

M Undercarriage Pin-hole connection of undercar-
riage main legs 

C Fuselage Nose section shortened to ac-
commodate longer engine 

C Fuselage Recesses enlarged for oleo struts 
M Fuselage 0.3 mm holes in control cable 

fairings 
M Fuselage Openings for tail wheel control 

horns 

Paint table 
H = Humbrol, R = Revell Aqua, V = Vallejo, M = Marabu 
paint stick 
Code Colour Where 
H21 Black Valve housing, valve pusher 

rods housing 
H53 Gun metal Exhaust stubs 
H62 Leather Openings for tail wheel con-

trol horns 
H66 Olive drap Fuselage, upper surface of 

Code Colour Where 
wings and tail 

H86 Light olive Cockpit side walls, seat belts 
H110 Natural wood Propeller 
H113 Rust Exhausts (dry brushed) 
H125 US dark grey Wing and undercarriage 

struts, instrument panel, con-
trol horns 

H127 US ghost grey Cockpit floor and front & rear 
walls 

H230 PRU blue Underside wings 
H1321 Transparant red Navigation lights 
H2325 Transparant 

green 
Navigation lights 

M011203 Silver Rigging lines 
M012132 Black Control cables 
R36178 Tank grey Tires 
V71.062 Aluminium Engine crank case, seat belt 

fittings 
V71.072 Gun metal Engine cylinders, propeller 

hub 
V70.522 Satin varnish All model surfaces 
-- White wash Instrument dials 
-- Burnt sienna oil 

paint 
Propeller wood structure 

Pictures 
If no source is mentioned, pictures have been copied from var-
ious Internet sites. 
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[Source: Top; ref. 11] 

 
[Source: Wesseling & Postma; ref. 8] 

 
[Source: Wesselink; ref. 26] 

 
[Source: Wesselink; ref. 26] 

 

[Source: Wesselink; ref. 26] 

 
[Source: Wesselink; ref. 26] 

 
[Source: Wikipedia] 

Documentation provided by the IPMS NL SIG 
Spanish Civil War 
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[Source: Gerald Howson; Aircraft of the Spanish Civil War] 
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[Source: Juan Arraez Cerda; Avions Hors Series 
no 003, L’Aviation de Chasse de la Republique Es-
pagnole8] 
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2 Many of the two seat FK.51s for Spain have been transported also disguised as single seat “mail planes” with the observer’s cockpit 
closed to escape the embargo on plane deliveries to the Spanish warring factions. 
3 There is quite some discussion about the registration of the single seat and two-seat F.K.51’s, and even about the number of F.K.51 
single seat aircraft delivered. There exist photographs of at least two distinct single seat F.K.51, one with a straight fin leading edge (PH-
APK) and one with a curved one (P); on some other pictures a registration is absent or cannot be seen. There seems to exist one picture 
of a two seat F.K.51 carrying a registration CK-007, but my copy is not good enough to distinguish it. In addition there is even disa-
greement about the engine type of the single seat F.K.51. 
4 This value is probably without the lengthening of the landing gear legs with 0.3 m. 
5 The Special Hobby model of the “standard” F.K.51 had a height of 42.6 mm. As the undercarriage legs are the same for both models 
and that of the single seat was lengthened by 4 mm this is consistent. 
6 I really wonder how the cockpit with its details could be produced this way. There are no mould marks visible to give a clue. 
7 In reality the seat was mounted to the tubes of the fuselage framework, but these are not present in the model. 
8 The cowling in the profile drawing seems longer than required for the two row Jaguar engine. 


